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BARE-ASSED EXPOSURE IS 
THE TRUE NATURE OF ZIONISM

The Middle East, strategically located at the 
strategic location of the middle of the East. This 
junction between West and East, and East and 
East has been the spitoon of the colonial 
powers since the ice age (i.e. eons). Aggression 
against the Palestinian people, according to 
carbon dating, stems from the early days of the . 
Wooly Mammoth. For centuries the Palestinian 
people staved off attacks from hordes of 
imperialistic Thyrannosaurus Rex’s, running 
dog revisionist Pterodactyls, and later the 
aggression of that Prince of Lackey's, 
Neanderthal Man.

With the development of modern industry, 
aided by the discovery of fire and the wheel, the 
Middle East became a strategic location due to 
its large sand and hash oil reserves. In 2000 BC 
Farouk el Farouk, Pharoah of the Palestinian 
people, was credited with the invention of the 
Pyramid. A key factor in the Capitalist 
introduction of Chivas Regal to the Middle East 
has been the wealthy Zionist domination of the 
supply of automatic ice cube machines.

The British were willing to give the Zionists a 
home in Uganda, the Russians were willing to 
give up a hot piece of property in Siberia, and 
the Americans offered a homey little crater 
south of the Sea of Tranquility; those sneaky 
little Zionists realized that some day rock and 
sand reserves would be of high value so they 
chose Palestine.

By shipping themselves from concentration 
camps (which were in reality more like Holiday 
Inns, havens for anti-communist, pro fascist 
pigs) they cleverly reduced property values to a 
minimum by allowing Egypt, Saudi Arabia, 
Iraq, Jordan, and Lebanon to create a war zone. 
They realized of course that no self respecting 
Palestinian would remain in these neighbor
hoods turned bad.

That Palestinian people did not passively sit 
by as the imperialist and Zionists prepared the 
conditions for usurping their homeland. They 
moved, taking all the rock and sand reserves 
they could carry. From 1917 to 1936 the Zionists 
and imperialists had not one day of peace. The 
Palestinians sabotaged the bagel factories, put 
too much salt in the chicken soup, and cut off 
their supply of Nova Scotia Lox. The 
imperialists and Zionists barely managed to 
survive on the cream cheese smuggled in by the 
infamous Python family, who mobilized their 
enormous wealth and vintage cream cheese 
refineries to the cause of the Zionists.

With Britains wealth in cream cheese on the 
wane and the United States production of 
Gefilte Fish on the upsurge the Zionists then 
shrewdly allied themselves with the capitalistic 
United States.

Since then the Palestinians have fought hand 
in crotch along side their Arab brethren. 
Increasingly the Palestinians are taking giant 
strides in radio and television air time. And the 
day is not far off when their will be a sheep in 
every pot and two camels in every garage in 
what is now called Israel.
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THOUGHTS OF 
CHAIRMAN BRU-SY RUSSEL

A new volume of the Collected Works of our 
Beloved Leader

majesty of our Great Leader's own words. The 
following is a representative selection from 
various chapters of this ‘casaba in the melon 
patch of revolutionary literature’.

On the importance of strategy in the battle for 
victory- “I've sure found that it pays to have a 
good campaign manager. Why don't you talk 
to Comrade Crossman on this one?”

On the source of power over the oppressors- 
“ Power grows out of the search for a reasonable 
compromise, eh?’’

On the importance of decisiveness and 
action in the revolutionary vanguard-

“Well, we’ve appointed a commission to look 
into this one, so by next March, or April, or 
May..."

On the role of the Grad Student’s 
Association- (expletive deleted)

On the nature of the confrontation with 
lackey's and administrators- “Yes, well you 
know the old saying : ‘You scratch my back, we 
promise to be good boys and girls' "

On the use of revolutionary violence- “My 
God, are you insane? They’d never let me in law 
school!"

On the progress of the One-Year Plan on 
student housing as set forth in the campaign 
struggle- “Have you seen my place? Tee-hee!"

On the role of an active and inspirational 
leadership-"Conditionally, yes, but perhaps no, 
and maybe maybe."

So, Comrades, do not fail to obtain this great 
work and study the Thoughts of Chairman 
Bru-Sy Russell. Just remember that if you 
don't, he may see fit to come around and give 
them to you personally.

The third volume of the inspirational 
thoughts of our Great Leader is now available in 
state bookstores. The first two volumes 
included His writings from the early days of the 
struggle to bring about the inevitable victory of 
the proletariat or, failing that, the inevitable 
victory of his election campaign. They have 
brought to our people strength for their hands, 
courage for their anti-bourgeois hearts, 
endurance for their struggle and occasionally a 
slight sickness for their stomachs. In the battle 
against revisionists, running-puppies and 
paper-kittens His thoughts have been, if not the 
heavy artillery, at least the .22 calibre 
ammunition which ensured (or made a minor 
contribution to) the final glorious triumph. In 
the words of his present (until the next purge) 
Vice-President Ann Smi-Lee, His thoughts 
“Have been about as much use as an umbrella 
in a 300-megaton nuclear firestorm". Don't 
miss next week’s report on Comrade Smi-Lee’s 
impending assignment to a period of 
revolutionary labour in the People's Toilet- 
Cleaning Commune.

This new collection, from the year following 
Chairman Russell's anti-revisionist ascension to 
power, is certain to continue the tradition of the 
previous two in strengthening the solidarity of 
the proletariat and striking mortal terror into 
the hearts of university administrators and their 
lackeys wherever they may lurk, whether in the 
bowels of the A&A or in quite nice houses on 
Seymour St. in surpisingly close proximity to 
Reactionary Leader Peter Clarke.

But the humble words of this poor comrade 
cannot hope to convey the revolutionary
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Avaible from
National Rhetoric Centre

writings of

Chairman Mao 'The Magnificent’

Including :

Whistle While You Work 
Agrarian Political Reform For The Beginner.... .$10.50

shovel included

The Evils Of Mustard Or The True Yellow Peril 15< 

China And The No Starch On Collar Image

Also available

25<

20<

Communist Takeover Through Flouridation
A Proposal Concerning The Neo-Colonialistic 
Fabrication Of Anti-Dialectical Dry Cleaning.

Why Lenin Was Bald And Marx Wasn’t.........

Stalinism And The Nice Guy Approach

15<

20<

25<

25<
Everything You Always Wanted To Know About Sex 
In The Soviet Union But Were Afraid To Ask $4.50

wth_pictures, delivered in plain brown wrapper
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